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Abstract

The recent growth in energy technologies and the management of subsurface reservoirs has led to increased human interaction with the Earth’s crust. One consequence of this is the overall increase of anthropogenic earthquakes. To manage fluid-injection induced seismicity, in this study we propose to use an advanced fluid-injection scheme. First, long-term fluid-injection experiments are separated from short-term fluid-injection experiments. Of the short-term experiments, enhanced geothermal systems stimulations have shown a higher propensity to produce larger seismic events compared to hydraulic fracturing in oil and gas. Among the factors discussed for influencing the likelihood of an induced seismic event to occur are injection rate, cumulative injected volume, wellhead pressure, injection depth, stress state, rock type and proximity to faults. We present and discuss the concept of fatigue hydraulic fracturing at different scales in geothermal applications. In contrast to conventional hydraulic fracturing with monotonic injection of high pressure fluids, in fatigue hydraulic fracturing, the fluid is injected in pressure cycles with increasing target pressure, separated by depressurization phases for relaxing the crack tip stresses. During pressurization phases, the target pressure level is modified by pulse hydraulic fracturing generated with a second pump system. This combination of two pumps with multiple flow rates may allow a more complex fracture pattern to be designed, with arresting and branching fractures, forming a broader fracture process zone. Small scale laboratory fluid-injection tests on granite cores and intermediate-scale fluid-injection experiments in a hard rock underground laboratory are described. At laboratory scale, cyclic fluid injection test with acoustic emission analysis are reported with subsequent X-ray CT fracture pattern analysis. At intermediate-scale, in a controlled underground experiment at constant depth with well-known stress state in granitic rock, we test advanced fluid injection schemes. The goal is to optimize the fracture network and mitigate larger seismic events. General findings in granitic rock, independent of scale, are summarized. First, the fracture breakdown pressure in fatigue hydraulic testing is lower than that in conventional hydraulic fracturing. Second, compared to continuous injection the magnitude of the largest induced seismic event seems to be systematically reduced by cyclic injection. Third, the fracture pattern in fatigue testing is different from that in conventional injection tests at high pressures. Cyclic fracture pattern seem to result from chiefly generated low energy grain boundary cracks forming a wider process zone. Fourth, cyclic injection increases the permeability of the system. A combination of cyclic progressive and pulse pressurization leads to the best hydraulic performance of all schemes tested. One advantage of fatigue testing is the fact that this soft stimulation method can be applied in circumstances where conventional stimulation might otherwise be abandoned based on site-specific seismic hazard estimates.
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Introduction

The recent growth in energy technologies like shale gas and geothermal, as well as the management of subsurface gas reservoirs has led to increased human interaction with rocks in the Earth’s crust. The key ingredient in the discussion of extraction and storage of energy are subsurface fracture systems, their geometry, stability and nucleus of instability documented in induced seismic events monitored close to the underground facilities. This is because human activity perturbs subsurface stresses by fluid-injection or depletion induced by pore pressure changes, causing fractures to become unstable, to propagate and coalesce. Even though the seismic radiated energy is only a small fraction of the pumped-in hydraulic energy, e.g. in the hydraulic fracture growth process, felt induced seismic events associated with human operations in the subsurface terminated some projects (Giardini 2009). The goal, therefore, is to manage subsurface sites without the occurrence of seismic events of economic concern (Grünthal 2014). At a specific location this task can be fulfilled, only if one is able to detect, image and control fractures for the mechanical and hydraulic integrity of the reservoir under investigation. While many articles exist reporting fluid induced seismicity, very few articles deal with suggestions on how to mitigate and reduce fluid-induced seismicity. The over-arching goal is to reduce the magnitude of the largest events triggered by fluid injection. In particular the intention is to replace the largest magnitude events by a cloud of many smaller magnitude events. In this context, Yoon et al. (2014) demonstrated by hydro-mechanical coupled simulation of a naturally fractured geothermal reservoir with Soultz-sous-Foret properties that cyclic injection of fluid compared to monotonically increasing the injection rate has the capacity to lower the number of larger magnitude events. The maximum allowable magnitude has to be determined for each site individually through a detailed process of risk assessment (Majer et al., 2012). The maximum allowable magnitude depends on the peak ground velocity at the surface, the local geology, and surface structures. One option is to keep seismicity so low that it is not perceptible by humans on the surface. For this, Westaway and Younger (2014) suggest for the UK that the existing regulatory limits applicable to quarry blasting (i.e. peak ground velocities in the seismic wave field incident on any residential property of 10 mm s⁻¹ during the working day, 2 mm s⁻¹ at night, and 4.5 mm s⁻¹ at other times) could be readily applied to cover such induced seismicity. Another option is to use seismic traffic light systems, which are widely accepted as risk mitigation procedures for hydraulic treatments (Bommer et al. 2015; Maxwell et al. 2015). Many concepts were proposed (e.g. Bachmann et al. 2011; Mena et al. 2013), but only few of them were actually applied in the field (e.g., Bommer et al. 2006; Häring et al. 2008). All traffic light systems have in common that fluid injection is stopped, the treatment pressure is reduced or the well is shut-in or flown back if certain thresholds of seismic magnitudes or other observations are overcome during injection.

According to McGarr et al. (2015), fluid-induced seismicity from human operations results from five different causes (classes of fluid-induced seismicity). Injection activities to be distinguished are (1) disposal of wastewater into deep formations, (2) injection of water or CO2 into depleted reservoirs for enhanced oil recovery, (3) hydraulic fracturing to enable production of oil and gas from low-permeability rock, (4) injection of CO2 for
permanent carbon capture and storage, and (5) development of enhanced geothermal systems (EGS). Review articles are available for the different classes of fluid-injection induced seismicity. For example, Suckale (2009) and Davies et al. (2013) reviewed induced seismicity in hydrocarbon fields. Warpinski et al. (2012) elaborated on induced seismicity related to hydraulic fracture operations in shale gas extraction. At European scale, Evans et al. (2012) separated crystalline from sedimentary environments, and reviewed induced seismicity from fluid-injection into geothermal reservoirs and CO2 storage sites. For the US, Ellsworth (2013) focused on injection-induced earthquakes caused by wastewater disposal. Zang et al. (2014) gave an overview of induced seismicity in geothermal operations with emphasis on EGS, but also in comparison to other classes of fluid-induced seismicity. Rubinstein and Mahani (2015) discussed fluid-induced seismicity related to wastewater injection, hydraulic fracturing and enhanced oil recovery. All reviews above, including the recent one by Foulger et al. (2018), beside from monitoring strategies and traffic light systems do not discuss innovative technologies how to actually reduce fluid-induced seismicity, e.g. by advanced injection schemes. Better knowledge of the stress and pressure conditions at depth; the hydrogeologic framework, including the presence and geometry of faults; and the location and mechanisms of natural seismicity at a few sites will be needed to develop a predictive understanding of the hazard posed by induced earthquakes (Ellsworth 2013). We all are aware that earthquakes can be induced by fluid injection. Industry needs clear requirements under which to operate with current technology, or needs new technologies based on fracture mechanical, hydro-mechanical and seismo-mechanical principles in order to mitigate larger magnitude events.

Class (1) and (4) of fluid-injection induced seismicity involve large net volumes of fluids injected into the crust. Therefore, these long-term operations carry the risk of inducing larger seismic events. Analyzing 187,570 wastewater injection wells in the US, Weingarten et al. (2015) discussed several operational parameters hypothesized to influence the likelihood of an induced seismic event. Among them are the injection rate (Frohlich, 2012; Keranen et al., 2014), the cumulative injection volume (McGarr, 1976, 2014), the wellhead injection pressure (Block et al., 2014) and the proximity of the injection depth to the crystalline basement (Kim, 2013). At the scale of their study, the monthly wellhead pressure, injection depth, and proximity to crystalline basement do not strongly correlate with the induced seismicity observed. Managing injection rates of disposal wells seems to be a useful tool to minimize the likelihood of induced earthquakes. In some areas, however, other factors in addition to the high injection rate must play a significant role. Among these factors, the stress state, the fault size and orientation, the presence of fluid pathways between injection point and fault, and other geological factors warrant further investigation.

In this study, we follow Zang et al. (2014) and differentiate between long-term injection operations (class (1) and (4)), and short-term fluid injection operations (class (2), (3) and (5)). Of the short-term injections, EGS stimulations have in general shown a higher propensity to produce larger induced events (Zang et al. 2014), compared to hydraulic fracturing in oil and gas operations (Warpinski et al. 2012). This statement, however, is invalid when subsurface hidden faults come into play and are interacting with the cloud of induced seismic events resulting from fluid injection. For example, Wilson et al. (2018) suggest a horizontal respect distance of 895 m between horizontal fracking boreholes (drilled parallel to the maximum horizontal stress) and faults optimally oriented for failure. In the subsection that follows, we focus on short-term fluid-injection experiments. We do not know, however, if cyclic injection at longer time scales and different pressure range can be applied to lower seismic hazard also in wastewater disposal scenarios. In section 2, we present the underlying concept of fatigue hydraulic fracturing. Our working hypothesis is that advanced fluid injection schemes like cyclic, progressive and/or pulse fatigue hydraulic fracturing allow for the mitigation of larger seismic events. We see rock fragmentation by hydraulic fatigue as an energy efficient process. This is because laboratory triaxial tests with cyclic pumping indicate a wider fracture process zone (consisting of grain boundary cracks) as compared to a smaller, more localized fracture process zone (consisting of transgranular cracks) generated in conventional hydraulic fracturing with monotonic increase in the injection pressure. In section 3, we report on controlled experiments with advanced fluid-injection schemes at different scales. In section 4, results from laboratory testing on cores and a water injection experiment in an underground research facility are summarized. The impact of fluid flow rate and fluid volume injected on hydraulic fracture growth in naturally fractured granite at depth is discussed together with induced seismic events and radiated seismic energy rate. In section 5, advantages and disadvantages of fatigue hydraulic fracturing applied to geothermal energy applications are discussed in the framework of energy partition (injection efficiency), cost effectiveness, and seismic hazard aspects.

### 1.1 Short-term fluid-injection experiments

In Figure 1, the maximum observed magnitude of seismic events is plotted versus the volume of fluid injected for different types of fluid-injection experiments (geothermal, wastewater, shale gas, KTB deep well). The upper bound of the maximum magnitude comes from the linear relationship postulated by McGarr (2014) while the
lower bound is obtained from observed values resulting from 30 different fluid-injection experiments in the field, color-coded according to the in-situ stress field at target depth (modified from Zang et al. 2014). From Figure 1 it is evident that long-term injection experiments (e.g., injected volumes >100,000 m³) follow the linear upper bound of McGarr (2014) closer than short-term injection experiments. Short-term injection experiment (e.g., days and weeks with injection volumes < 100,000 m³) show data points that start to deviate and plot at much lower values than expected from the McGarr boundary, in particular for small fluid volumes injected. For a similar value of fluid volume in short-term EGS stimulation, the observed maximum magnitude in the reservoir ranges between $M_w = -1$ (Fig. 1, #7, Groß-Schönebeck EGS, 13,000 m³ injected, Zimmermann et al. 2010) and $M_w = 3.4$ (Fig. 1, #2, Basel EGS, 11,570 m³ injected, Häring et al. 2008). This is a clear indication that for short-term injection experiments (classes (2), (3) and (5)) factors other than the total volume of fluid injected need to be taken into account. Among them, hydraulic parameters (injection rate, wellhead pressure, injectivity) and mechanical reservoir parameters (rock properties, in situ stress at target depth) can be of interest.

Also, the seismic efficiency (ratio of radiated seismic and pumped-in hydraulic energy) is worth considering when dealing with different reservoir rock in different energy extraction technologies (e.g., gas from shale, heat from granite). A variety of seismic injection efficiencies have been reported for different energy technologies (Maxwell 2013; Zang et al. 2013; Goodfellow et al. 2015; Yoon et al. 2015a). According to this, careful analysis is needed to understand and control short-term injection experiments in the field. The reduction of the total pumped volume or slow injection operations may reduce seismic hazard. However, how the injected volume, the rate of flow and the injection pressure relate to seismic energy release in oil and gas, and in particular to the occurrence of larger seismic events is still a matter of debate (Warpinski 2013; Maxwell et al. 2015). In EGS, a man-made reservoir needs to be created where there is hot rock but insufficient permeability or fluid saturation for geothermal production. The key task here is to create a cubic kilometer scale reservoir and produce energy without adverse environmental effects, such as induced seismicity. In the European Union project GEISER (2010-2013), the major goal was to understand and mitigate induced seismicity in geothermal reservoirs. Results of site-specific geothermal seismicity in comparison to other types of induced seismicity including hydraulic fracturing in shale gas, wastewater disposal and KTB deep fluid injection experiments are published in a Special Issue, GEOTHERMICS October 2014. The next step is to apply so-called soft stimulation techniques developed at borehole scale (EU project DESTRESS, 2017-2020).

After hundreds of thousands of shale-gas fracturing stages conducted to date, there are only a few documented examples of felt seismicity (Maxwell 2009; Davies et al. 2013). These events are related to the reactivation of pre-existing fault zones. Recently, however, more and more studies are published addressing the issue of fault activation by hydraulic fracturing (Clark et al. 2014; Friberg et al. 2014; Bao and Eaton 2016; Wang et al. 2016). In this context, it has to be pointed out that the moment magnitude fluid volume relationship discussed in Figure 1 becomes invalid when the induced seismic cloud (resulting from any energy extraction or wastewater disposal scenario) approaches a tectonic fault or fault system. In this case, the moment magnitude can easily increase by two orders of magnitude (i.e., 1000 times the energy), as documented in Wolhart et al. (2005) and Maxwell et al. (2009). In this case, as suggested by Zang et al. (2014) in the framework of EGS analysis, careful monitoring of subsurface fluid-injection experiments is required with surface and borehole sensors to detect runaway fractures, also along buried faults. This problem, however, is excluded from the analysis of induced seismicity in this article.

As field testing in wellbores is time consuming and costly, we see controlled experiments in underground research facilities as a valuable alternative to seek for optimum energy extraction methods with sophisticated fluid-injection schemes. The optimization process can involve fracture design with reduced seismic radiated energy and/or fracture design with maximum permeability enhancement. For this, radiated seismic energy and pumped-in hydraulic energy needs to be quantified for various advanced fluid-injection schemes applied to different rock types in well-known stress conditions.

2 Concept of fatigue hydraulic fracturing

The concept of Fatigue Hydraulic Fracturing, FHF has been proposed and discussed in geothermal applications (Zang et al. 2013; 2017ab). Since in some articles the basic idea of the FHF concept has been misinterpreted (Zhou et al. 2017), we briefly recapitulate the three steps required to upgrade from mechanical cyclic loading...
(mechanical fatigue), over hydraulic cyclic pumping and pulse fracturing to the final product of FHF (hydraulic fatigue).

2.1 Mechanical cyclic loading (mechanical fatigue)

Fatigue is the progressive and localized structural damage that occurs when a material is subjected to cyclic loading (Crane and Furness 1997, their Chapter 9). The two key features of fatigue compared to conventional failure are the following. First, fatigue occurs at a load lower than the required load to produce failure by static loading. Second, fatigue is a violent form of fracture without early warning from material behavior. The micro-mechanism of fatigue is well investigated in metals, but is rudimentarily known in brittle materials like ceramics, concrete and rock. The assessment of fatigue through fracture mechanics is given by the Paris-Erdogan law (Paris and Erdogan 1967)

$$\frac{dc}{dN} = A(\Delta K)^m.$$ (1)

This law assumes a simple power law relationship between the crack growth rate, $dc/dN$, and the range of stress intensity factor, $\Delta K$, during the mechanical loading process with $N$ cycles and constants $A$ and $m$. Some results of laboratory experiments with mechanical cyclic loading are presented in Haimson and Kim (1991), Erarslan and Williams (2012), and Ghamgosar and Erarslan (2016). One end-member test with very tiny load step cycles is presented by Lockner et al. (1991) to control rupture speed of laboratory fracture experiments. The technique is based on a sophisticated acoustic emission rate control system which is coupled to the servo-controlled mechanical loading frame used in compression experiments. Such a setup has been used by Zang et al. (2000) to determine the acoustic and optical width of the fracture process zone, FPZ from propagating single shear ruptures in granite. Monotonic and cyclic mechanical loading produce different size process zones. This has been documented for different rock types, e.g. granites and sandstones (Zang et al. 2002) and tuff and monzonite (Ghamgosar and Erarslan 2016). Slow fractures generated by cyclic mechanical loading produce smaller FPZ when compared to fast fractures generated with displacement-controlled, monotonic mechanical loading. A recent review paper on mechanical fatigue has been published by Cerfontaine and Collin (2017).

2.2 Hydraulic cyclic pumping (hydraulic fatigue)

As in the mechanical cyclic loading case, in the cyclic pumping case the injection pressure is lowered frequently in order to allow stress relaxation at the fracture tip (Zang et al. 2013). However, the fatigue process during cyclic mechanical loading (Erarslan and Williams 2012), can be very different from fatigue hydraulic fracturing where a high-pressurized fluid is operating at the fracture tip (Zang et al. 2017b). The reason for this is that fracture fluids affect the fracture strength through a direct pressure effect (cycles of high fluid pressure) and through a chemical interaction with the matrix of silicate rocks (subcritical crack growth, Atkinson 1984). Also, the fracturing fluid plays a role (Wang et al. 2018). The direct pressure effect can be taken into account by using an effective stress law for hydraulic fracture growth (see e.g. Patel et al. 2017):

$$F_{BP} = 3Sh - SH + To - p(t).$$ (2)

The fracture breakdown pressure, FBP, in hydraulic fracturing is computed from the total stress in the rock mass (horizontal minimum ($Sh$) and maximum stress ($SH$)), the hydraulic tensile strength, $To$ and the fluid pressure rate changes, $p(t)$, resulting from the fluid-injection scheme applied. Equation (2) illustrates that a fracture in hard rock is initiated at a given stress state and tensile strength at first breakdown pressure FBP under the assumption that the pore pressure in the rock mass is zero, $p(t)=0$. A fracture process zone FPZ with meso- and micro-fractures is generated at the tip of the breakdown fracture. A cyclic hydraulic fracturing, CHF implies the high fracture pressure is brought down to zero and rests at zero pressure for a given time. The following cycle starts with monotonic increasing pressure till the fracture reopens and propagates at the reopening pressure, lower than FBP. During pressurization, the reopening pressure enters the meso- and micro-fractures in the FPZ with the amount $p(t)$ and thereby lowers the rock mass strength. A continuous CHF will further propagate the fracture at constant injection pressure (cf. Figure 2).

The second process affecting fracture strength is caused by the disruption of Si-O bands in silicate rocks by reaction with water. Chemical assisted crack growth is seen as the primary mechanism for stress corrosion by providing a mechanism for crack growth below the critical stress intensity factor. The subcritical crack growth rate, $dc/dt$ is related to the stress intensity factor in tension (mode I), $K_i$ by
\[
\frac{dc}{dt} = A(K)^n,
\]

where \(A\) and \(n\) are constants. For example, the power exponent \(n\) is on the order of 15 to 40 for granitic rocks.

The fracture mechanism involved in cyclic pumping of high pressurized fluid is known as the Kiel process (Kiel 1977). During cyclic pumping, dendritic (branching) fractures are formed in contrast to hydraulic fracture growth with monotonic pumping. Examples of laboratory experiments with cyclic pumping of fluids into small scale boreholes are Zhuang et al. (2016), Patel et al. (2016), Zhou et al. (2017) and Zhuang et al. (2017). While Zhuang et al. (2016, 2017) tested fluid injection into Pocheon granites cores from Korea (diameter 50 mm, length 100 mm) and analyzed the resulting fracture pattern by X-ray CT, Patel et al. (2016) fluid pressurized Tennessee sandstone cores (diameter 102 mm, length 140 mm) with acoustic emission measurements and electron microscopy fracture damage inspection, and Zhou et al. (2017) used larger scale mortar blocks (300 x 300 x 600 mm) with visual hydraulic fracture inspection with colored injection fluids. In all studies, there is a tendency of lower FBP and a more complex fracture pattern when monotonic pumping is replaced by CHF.

2.3 Progressive cyclic and pulse fracturing (fatigue hydraulic fracturing)

The concept of fatigue hydraulic fracturing is based on a double optimized process (Zang et al. 2017b). First, the cyclic pumping scheme is replaced by cyclic injection with progressively increasing target pressure. Second, in phases of pressurization an overriding dynamic pressure pulse (frequency 5 to 20 Hz) is generated with a second pump. This concept is tested in hard rock with two different hydraulic fracturing companies, and two different pump systems (Zang et al. 2017a). To our knowledge such an advanced fluid-injection scheme for FHF purpose has not been proposed nor previously tested. Historically, cyclic pumping was applied in the stimulation of EGS (Zimmermann et al. 2010). In the concept of “relax a frac” for shale gas extraction purposes, a part of the stimulation treatment was pumped, followed by an extended shutdown to relax the formation (Indamdar et al. 2010). Pure pulse hydraulic fracturing was proposed as tailored-pulse loading by Swift and Kusubov (1982), for fracturing of shale gas (Safari et al. 2015), for testing hydraulic fracturing methods in combination with pulse testing for different rock engineering applications (Jirakova et al. 2015), and for improving drainage of coalbed methane (Xu et al. 2017).

The main goal of FHF is to drive hydraulic fractures in a more controlled way, specifically with minimum seismic radiated energy and maximum permeability enhancement. For this, the FHF treatment is a combination of modified cyclic hydraulic fracturing (CHF) and pulse hydraulic fracturing (PHF). First ingredient in the fatigue treatment is the frequent lowering of the injection pressure. In contrast to the cyclic injection scheme proposed by Kiel (1977), in the fatigue treatment frequent phases of pressurization and depressurization are used while the target pressure is increased progressively (Figure 2).

Fig. 2 Scheme of pumping used in the FHF treatment. (a) Pressure, flow chart of test with four cycles and increasing target pressure, and (b) detail of the progressive cycle 3 at breakdown. The dynamic pulsing (here 5 Hz) applied during the pressurization levels is to disintegrate the rock and remove weak material from fracture faces acting as natural proppants to change the stress field in subsequent cycles of pressurization and depressurization.

This allows the formation of fracture with less fluid pressure compared to the case with continuous fluid injection. For this, smaller pumps can be used which makes the treatment safer. The second ingredient in the fatigue treatment is the overriding dynamic pressure pulse (generated by a separate pump system) which comes on top of the progressively increasing target pressure levels. High frequency water pulses aim to disintegrate and to remove weak material from the faces of the fracture by hydraulic fatigue and locally decrease the strength of rock by generating an enlarged fracture damage zone (Figure 3). This FHF pumping scheme developed at mine scale is designed for (1) the breaking of naturally fractured hard rock with lower fluid pressure, (2) the generation of a more complex fracture pattern for permeability enhancement, and (3) the replacement of larger seismic events by a cloud of smaller event resulting from an optimized rock fragmentation process as compared to conventional hydraulic fracturing with monotonic, continuous fluid injection.

Fig. 3 Synoptic view of the fracture process zone resulting from (a) conventional hydraulic fracturing with monotonic increase of injection pressure, and (b) fatigue hydraulic fracturing with frequent phases of depressurization and oscillating pulses during pressurization phases. In (b) rock chips removed from fracture faces through high frequency vibrations (secondary pump) and washed out to the fracture tip allow a change in the local stress field in depressurization phases of the FHF treatment. A larger fracture process zone is created (b), compared to the case with continuous fluid injection in conventional hydraulic fracturing (a).

3 Controlled experiments with advanced fluid-injection schemes
specimens have a diameter of 50 mm, and a height of 100 mm. To simulate a borehole, a perforation of 8 mm in diameter passes through the center of the cylindrical cross section and along the entire height. Pocheon granite specimens were prepared considering the planes of weakness commonly known as rift, grain and hardway. Pocheon granite specimens were prepared considering the planes of weakness commonly known as rift, grain and hardway (Nichols 1975). To test these specimens, an hydraulic fracturing test equipment is developed and its main components are shown in Figure 4. The equipment is able to provide maximum vertical and confining pressures of 50 MPa and 20 MPa through a servo-hydraulic loading system, respectively. An additional line supplies the injection fluid at the bottom of the specimen with a maximum injection pressure capacity of 35 MPa (Fig. 4c). To prevent fluid leakage, nozzle plates with o-rings are attached to the top and bottom of the specimen. Then, the specimen sets on a pedestal that supplies the injection fluid and a plastic membrane is installed to protect the specimen from the oil that provides confining pressure. Fluid injection can be conducted under injection rate or pressurization rate control. Pressure evolution is recorded during each test. Once the hydraulic test is over, the specimen is taken for X-ray CT scanning to observe and measure fracture geometries (Fig 4d). Acoustic monitoring is carried out with an array of 8 Nano sensors attached to the specimen surface with a coupling agent to improve contact. Test described are conducted without confining pressure. A new set of triaxial tests with cyclic pumping has been conducted but is not evaluated in detail for this study.

![Fig. 4 Laboratory equipment for hydraulic fracturing at KICT: (a) Control unit, (b) hydraulic pump, (c) tri-axial cell, and (d) interior view of the working table of the industrial X-ray CT scanning used.](image)

3.1 Small scale laboratory experiments on granite cores (injection borehole diameter 8 mm)

Laboratory experiments using granite core samples were conducted at the Korea Institute of Civil Engineering and Building Technology (KICT). The cores were extracted from Pocheon, Korea. The granite cylindrical specimens have a diameter of 50 mm, and a height of 100 mm. To simulate a borehole, a perforation of 8 mm in diameter passes through the center of the cylindrical cross section and along the entire height. Pocheon granite specimens were prepared considering the planes of weakness commonly known as rift, grain and hardway. To test these specimens, an hydraulic fracturing test equipment is developed and its main components are shown in Figure 4. The equipment is able to provide maximum vertical and confining pressures of 50 MPa and 20 MPa through a servo-hydraulic loading system, respectively. An additional line supplies the injection fluid at the bottom of the specimen with a maximum injection pressure capacity of 35 MPa (Fig. 4c). To prevent fluid leakage, nozzle plates with o-rings are attached to the top and bottom of the specimen. Then, the specimen sets on a pedestal that supplies the injection fluid and a plastic membrane is installed to protect the specimen from the oil that provides confining pressure. Fluid injection can be conducted under injection rate or pressurization rate control. Pressure evolution is recorded during each test. Once the hydraulic test is over, the specimen is taken for X-ray CT scanning to observe and measure fracture geometries (Fig 4d). Acoustic monitoring is carried out with an array of 8 Nano sensors attached to the specimen surface with a coupling agent to improve contact. Test described are conducted without confining pressure. A new set of triaxial tests with cyclic pumping has been conducted but is not evaluated in detail for this study.

3.2 Intermediate scale experiments in granitic rock (injection borehole diameter 102 mm)

The Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory (HRL) is located in the southeastern part of Sweden about 30 km north of the city of Oskarshamn. It has been selected to fix some variables to perform controlled fluid injection experiments. In the first place, the stress state at 410 meter depth is fixed, and well known from hydraulic fracturing (Klee and Rummel 2002) and overcoring stress measurements (Ask 2006). Second, the granitic rock type is fixed, and relevant for geothermal reservoir development. Äspö granodiorite and fine-gained granite are well characterized, both mechanically and hydraulically. Third, the total volume of fluid injected is limited to 30 liters maximum. Therefore, we focused on varying the injection style while controlling the hydraulic energy and monitoring the seismic energy in naturally fractured granitic rock mass with size of about 30 x 30 x 30 m, see Figure 5. Selection of hydraulic test intervals is based on the inspection of diamond drill cores continuously cored and on the inspection of the borehole by image tools (Zang et al. 2017a). Six sections free of visible fractures were identified for hydraulic testing. Three different water-injection schemes were applied (continuous, progressive and/or pulse injection).

Conventional hydraulic fracturing HF with continuous fluid injection follow the ISRM suggested method for hydraulic fracturing stress measurements (Haimson and Cornet 2003). The typical test starts with the initiation of the packer system to seal the interval, followed by a rapid pressurization with water to test the system for potential leakage (pulse integrity test). During the subsequent main test phase a constant injection rate is applied. Pressure increases until it reaches the FBP, followed by a decline to a stable pressure level called the fracture propagation pressure (FPP). After stable pressure conditions are reached, the well is shut-in and the pressure
drops rapidly to the instantaneous shut-in pressure (ISIP) followed by a decline curve. The ISIP is assumed to be equivalent to the minimum principal stress. Finally, the interval pressure is released and the fluid volume is recovered. The test procedure is repeated several times to obtain the fracture reopening pressure (RFP) at each test cycle. The tensile strength of rock, $T_0$, is calculated from FBP-RFP. It is assumed that the fracture has been closed completely in between the cycles.

The test procedure for the progressive water injection consists of a modified pressure scheme. First the pressure is increased to 20% of FBP obtained from the conventional test in the same formation. Then, a shut-in for several minutes follows with subsequent pressure release (depressurization phase). Thereafter, the pressure is increased by a level approximately 10% above the previous pressure level following the same scheme. After shut-in another depressurization phase follows. The pressurization and depressurization sequences are repeated until a pressure drop indicates rock failure. This treatment is best described as a cyclic hydraulic pressure scheme with progressively increasing target pressure. The subsequent re-fracturing stages follow the same scheme like the repetitions in the conventional test procedure. Conventional and progressive treatments differ only for pressures below the FBP, i.e. single-flow rate versus multiple-flow rate fracture breakdown tests.

The fatigue hydraulic fracturing (FHF) test procedure is a combination of the progressive injection test and a pulse hydraulic fracturing (PHF) test. The hydraulic equipment for the pulse dynamic test consists of a hydraulic pump to maintain linear and dynamic pressure levels (pressurization bands) together with a second hydraulic pressure pump to drive the dynamic pulse tool with adjustable amplitude and frequency (5 - 6 Hz in experiment HF5, see Fig. 2). Both pressure signals are combined to result in dynamic pressure pulses on different predefined hydraulic pressure levels based on the FBP of conventional tests carried out previously. The FHF test is best described as a test with cyclic increasing target pressure and additional high frequency pressure oscillations in pressurization phases with step-wise increasing target pressure. This test procedure is frequently interrupted by depressurization phases were crack tip stresses are released.

Fig. 5 Hydraulic fracture design and high-frequency sensor monitoring network at 410 m depth in Åspö HRL. (a) View of the horizontal hydraulic fracturing borehole F1 drilled in the orientation of Sh. Colour coded disks along F1 indicate locations of mid injection intervals. Monitoring boreholes left and right of the fracturing borehole F1 are equipped with AE sensors. Short boreholes in tunnel roofs are equipped with both, AE sensors and accelerometers. (b) Installing a chain of AE sensors in one of the inclined monitoring boreholes in tunnel TASN.

The in-situ testing of different injection schemes with monitoring associated seismic and electro-magnetic signals is conducted in the horizontal borehole F1, 102 mm in diameter and 28 m long, drilled from tunnel TASN in the direction of minimum horizontal stress (Figure 5a). The fracturing borehole is indicated by colored disks representing the injection intervals and the proposed propagation planes of radial hydraulic fractures following the on-site in situ stress conditions ($SV=SH>Sh$). The high frequency seismic network used consists of eleven acoustic emission (AE) sensors (Fig. 5a, yellow marker, frequency 1-100 kHz) and four accelerometers (Fig. 5a, green marker, frequency below 25 kHz). AE sensors are implemented in three monitoring boreholes located left and right of the hydraulic testing borehole (Fig. 5a, grey lines with yellow markers). In Figure 5b, the implementation of a chain of AE sensors is shown in one of the inclined monitoring borehole at the end of tunnel TASN. The remaining AE sensors and accelerometers are implemented in short boreholes in the roof of the surrounding tunnels. This monitoring design allows tracking the radial fractures from the nucleation point (injection interval in the testing borehole) towards the arresting point close to the monitoring boreholes equipped with high frequency sensors. This is because the hydraulic fracture use to open perpendicular to the minimum principal stress Sh (perpendicular to the axis of the injection borehole), and rapidly grows in the plane containing the intermediate SH and maximum principal stress SV (parallel to the orientation of tunnel TASN).

A triggered and continuous recording system was in operation at 1 MHz sampling rate. This allowed for real-time tracking of the hydraulic fracture growth process (Kwiatek et al. 2017ab), and post-processing of full waveforms (Lopez Comino et al. 2017ab) for source analysis. From a seismological point of view, full waveforms recorded during injection tests have excellent data quality for further processing, which includes hypocenter locations, relocations, and in depth investigation of fracture source, growth and coalescence mechanism.

4 Results

In this section, results from testing the FHF concept at two different scales are presented. In section 4.1, results from cyclic fluid-injection experiments at laboratory scale are expanded. In section 4.2, the main findings from the underground tests in Åspö HRL are described.
4.1 Laboratory results on granite cores

Laboratory experiments on granite core samples under monotonic and cyclic injection indicate a reduction in breakdown pressure and acoustic events amplitude. Figure 6 shows the results of FBP and maximum amplitude from the two sets of tests conducted under monotonic and CHF respectively. Five specimens were tested under monotonic water injection (Fig. 6, circles) at a rate of 50 mm³/s. The average breakdown pressure is found to be 7.18 MPa. For the second set of tests, 20 specimens are tested under cyclic injection (Fig. 6, triangles). In each test, a maximum injection pressure lower than the monotonic average is set as an upper limit, and cyclic injection is continued until specimen failure is achieved. Maximum pressures range from 77% to 101% of the average monotonic FBP. The average FBP for cyclic injection is 6.52 MPa, although the specimens fail at different number of cycles. The acoustic events have an average maximum amplitude of 93.8 dB for monotonic injection and 67.8 dB for cyclic injection, respectively. On average, the FBP is reduced by ca. 10%, and the average maximum acoustic emission event magnitude is reduced by 26 dB when replacing monotonic by CHF using the same experimental setup and sample geometry (Fig. 6, dashed lines).

Fig. 6 Breakdown pressure and maximum event amplitude during five monotonic and twenty cyclic injection tests of Pocheon granite core samples. Dashed lines indicate average values of monotonic and cyclic tests, respectively.

To compare fracture patterns from monotonic and cyclic injection treatment, 3D X-ray computed tomography images are used after each test. Figure 7 shows the apparent difference in geometry of induced fractures for cores undergoing different numbers of hydraulic cycles. In Figure 7a, representative section CT images are selected for three different cases (monotonic, 473 cycles, 839 cycles). To analyse the hydraulic fracture path in a more quantitative way, fracture only images are extracted from the CT images (Fig. 7b). It is observed that induced fractures from monotonic injection have larger apertures than cyclic fractures. Regarding the complexity of fracture pattern, we computed the tortuosity (length of fracture path divided by shortest distance between fracture tips). Tortuosity values are 1.04, 1.05 and 1.09 for the three cases displayed in Figure 7b (from left to right), although a very limited domain is considered for this measurement. A more complex fracture pattern is also supported by the AE monitoring results. Significantly more AE events are detected in the two cyclic injection cases (346 AE events during the test with 473 cycles, 862 AE events during the test with 839 cycles) compared to monotonic injection case (221 AE), when counting AE numbers from the fracture breakdown pressure to one minute after.

Fig. 7 Visualized fracture pattern of granite cores after monotonic and cyclic injection. (a) X-ray CT images, and (b) fracture only images.

4.2 Underground test results in granitic rock mass

In this subsection, the seismic footprint of decameter scale hydraulic fractures generated with different water-injection schemes (4.2.1), their permeability enhancement process (4.2.2), and the resulting fracture pattern from impression packer results are summarized (4.2.3).

4.2.1 Seismic footprint of hydraulic fractures

The seismic response of the high-frequency sensor network from six hydraulic tests in the horizontal borehole at 410 m depth is discussed in this subsection. In Figure 8, hydraulic test parameters like FBP, RFP, flow rate and injected volume are compared with the total number of acoustic emission events localized (color bars) for different rock types and injection schemes. In Figure 9, the localized acoustic emission events are plotted in space together with tunnel geometry and fracturing borehole, F1 and three monitoring boreholes (Kwiatek et al. 2017b). In the deeper section of the horizontal borehole, F1 three hydraulic tests are carried out in Åvrö granodiorite, two conventional continuous injection tests and one progressive cyclic injection test. Compared to the conventional tests (HF1, HF2), the acoustic emission activity in the progressive test (HF3) started at a later stage of the treatment, and the total number of seismic events was less. Experiment HF3 reveals a fracture breakdown pressure of approximately 9.2 MPa. A conventional test with continuous water injection in the same rock type (HF2), the FBP observed was 15% higher compared to the cyclic progressive test. The two tests in diorite gabbro generated only one single AE event indicating that this rock type is less seismogenic compared to the first rock type tested when monitored with the same trigger level at all sensors. In experiment HF5, the progressive pulse testing was applied mimicking the FHF treatment with the dual pump system (see Fig. 2), which resulted in a lower FBP (9.0 MPa) compared to the conventional test in the same rock HF4 (FBP=10.6 MPa), see Figure 8. In the fine-grained granite close to the tunnel wall (HF6) seismic activity is observed in all
fracturing stages. In contrast to other tests, in the granite the maximum number of seismic events occurred during early stages of the hydraulic fracturing and re-fracturing experiment.

Fig. 8 Number of localized seismic events is shown per fracturing stage for six hydraulic tests in horizontal borehole F1 at 410 m depth in Åspö HRL. Seismicity associated with hydraulic fracture initiation and propagation is sensitive to rock type, fracturing stage and the fluid-injection scheme used. In each experiment, the fracture breakdown pressure, the fracture reopening pressure, the flow rate range, and total volume of water injected is listed right below the experiments identification number (HF1-HF6). The first test, HF1 starts in the deeper part of the 28 m long, horizontal borehole (25 m), and the last test HF6, is operated about 5 m from the onset of F1 at the tunnel wall.

Figure 9 shows the relocated AE hypocenters from the in-situ triggered recordings (Kwiatek et al. 2017b). Color coding of fractures is the same as in Figure 8. The 197 AE hypocenter locations are viewed in the direction of $S_h$, i.e. perpendicular to the horizontal hydraulic testing borehole (Fig. 9, grey line with color disks). While hydraulic fractures HF1, HF2 and HF6 form a single fracture plane documented by AE hypocenters, the progressive water injection test produces a cloud of AE hypocenters not related to a single, planar structure. No AE signals are located during cyclic progressive pulse testing (HF5).

Fig. 9 Locations of 197 AE hypocentres (colour spheres) from six hydraulic testing intervals (colour disks) viewed in the direction of maximum horizontal stress at 410 m depth in Åspö HRL (Kwiatek et al. 2017b, snapshot of movie). In the conventional tests with green (HF1), blue (HF2) and yellow injection intervals (HF6) the AE hypocentres form a planar structure (colour dots). In experiment HF3 with progressive CHF, a cloud of AE is observed. Length of horizontal testing borehole F1 with colour disks is 28 m. AE magnitude is indicated by the size of the coulor spheres.

4.2.2 Permeability enhancement process

In Figure 10, the permeability enhancement process of conventional hydraulic fracturing (Fig. 10a, HF2) and cyclic, progressive hydraulic fracturing (Fig. 10b, HF3) is compared in the same rock type (Åvrö granodiorite) at injection intervals 3.5 meters apart. In the conventional test HF2, AE occur in all fracturing stages (except refrac 2). The permeability is estimated from the hydraulic pressure decay curves (see Zimmermann et al., this issue). The initial permeability of rock can be estimated from the first data point in the fatigue test, e.g. 0.1 mD (Fig. 10b, upper panel). In this test, the sustainable increase in permeability is 1.2 mD after the initial fracturing, and 3.8 mD after the last refrac stage. In the same period of time, 8 AE are registered before the FBP, and 102 AE at the end of the experiment. In the cyclic progressive test HF3, seismicity is observed in the last two re-fracturing stages only (Fig. 10b). The amplitudes of AE in cyclic injection are systematically lower when compared to monotonic injection. The permeability increases monotonically in cyclic treatment from 0.5 mD before FBP to 2 mD after the last re-fracturing cycle (Refrac4). For convenience, the relative permeability (normalized to the initial permeability value) is also plotted in Figure 10 (upper panel, right ordinate). This demonstrates that the injection style has a strong influence on both, the total number of seismic events (conventional 102, cyclic progressive 16), and the relative value of permeability enhancement (conventional 5 times, cyclic progressive 10 times).

Fig. 10 Permeability enhancement process (upper panel) and seismic activity according to injection style flow rate and pressure chart (lower panel). (a) Experiment HF2 with continuous water injection, and (b) experiment HF3 with cyclic, progressive water injection. Absolute permeability is indicated on left ordinate, and relative permeability is indicated on right ordinate of upper panel view graphs.

4.2.3 Hydraulic fracture pattern

When comparing the orientation of hydraulic fractures in Åvrö granodiorite we find from impression packer results a single fracture plane in conventional testing (HF1 and HF2), and we find two fracture planes in the progressive test HF3 (Zang et al. 2017a). In HF3, AE hypocenters indicate a more complex fracture pattern due to a cloud rather than planar structure. In general, hydraulic fractures are oriented with respect to the measured in situ stress field at 410 m depth (Ask 2006). At present, no more information is available on the complexity of fractures at mine scale.

5 Discussion

The mechanism operating in-situ during fatigue hydraulic fracturing is seen as follows. The cyclic progressive treatment guarantees that the optimum stress state with minimum FBP of the formation (Fig. 2, pressurization phase 3) is found. The dynamic water pulse added to the progressive pressure levels (Fig. 2, pressurization phases 1-4) disintegrates the rock in a different way (Fig. 3b) Permeability increase can result from rock chips moved with the fluid to the fracture tip causing local stress redistributions favoring arrest and branching of fractures (Kiel 1977). In contrast to the Kiel process, where rock chips are produced in the shut-in phase of the
first depressurization level, in fatigue hydraulic fracturing the rock is disintegrated more efficiently by using a second, high-frequency pump system operating during depressurization levels. In line with the Kiel process, the rock mass strength may be decreased by the formation of an enlarged hydraulic damage zone (Fig. 3b, kidney-shaped FPZ). At the moment, we have no clear evidence for the rock disintegration process. However, smaller event magnitudes during cyclic injection support a different process when compared to monotonic injection (Fig. 6). Also, cyclic triaxial fluid injection tests on Pocheon granite indicate different fracture types (grain boundary) from those found in monotonic triaxial injection tests (transgranular). This observation is in line with cyclic triaxial testing of Tennessee sandstone reported by Patel et al. (2017).

From uniaxial testing on Pocheon granite with an injection borehole diameter of 8 mm in this study, the fracture breakdown pressure is decreased by 10% when replacing monotonic (FBP= 7.2 MPa) by CHF (FBP= 6.2 MPa). Also, the amplitude of induced acoustic emissions is reduced by 26 dB on average when replacing monotonic injection (94 dB) by CHF (68 dB). Through-going fractures were observed by X-ray CT in monotonic injection, and arresting and branching fractures are observed in the CHF case. Note that in recent triaxial tests on the same granite, more grain boundary cracks are found in cyclic injection as compared to monotonic injection (Zhuang et al. 2018 submitted).

At mine scale and decameter size hydraulic fractures, FBP in Ävrö granodiorite was lowered by 15% when using neighboring test intervals 3.5 m apart, and replacing monotonic (FBP= 10.9 MPa) by cyclic, progressive water injection (FBP=9.2 MPa). The total number of AE located was reduced from 102 events (HF2, monotonic injection) to 16 AE events (HF3, cyclic progressive injection). The combination of CHF and PHF (HF5) resulted in zero AE but in a different rock type. The HF5 test resulted in the largest permeabilities of 2.3 mD after the injection) to 16 AE events (HF3, cyclic progressive injection). The combination of CHF and PHF (HF5) resulted in zero AE but in a different rock type. The HF5 test resulted in the largest permeabilities of 2.3 mD after the main fracturing stage, and 26 mD and 17 mD after the 2nd and 3rd refrac stage, respectively (Zimmermann et al., this issue). Compared to the initial value of permeability in the conventional hydraulic fracturing test, the permeability increases by 3 mD compared to 2 mD in the cyclic progressive injection case. The relative permeability increase during progressive cyclic test HF3 was 10 as compared to 5 in the conventional HF2 test. In addition, the fracture from impression packer indicates a single fracture plane in conventional tests (HF1, HF2), and a double fracture plane in cyclic progressive testing in the same rock type (HF3). Our results do not support the idea that hydraulic fracture growth is a purely aseismic process. It is a matter of sensors, or combination of sensors (piezo-ceramic versus borehole geophones), that determines if induced seismicity from a propagated hydraulic fracture can be detected or not, see Gischig et al. (2017) and Zang et al. (2017a). We see acoustic emission events originating from process zone related micro-shears (cm to dm-scale) in Ävrö granodiorite (Fig. 3) while we agree with Warpiniski et al. (2012) that the amount of energy radiated as elastic waves is only a small fraction of the injection energy of the pump. This result is also supported by tilt measurements of six hydraulic fractures in Åspö Hard Rock Laboratory using broadband seismometers placed in the near-field of the fracture experiments (within 10 m distance from hydraulic fracture faces, Zang et al. 2017a). Gischig et al. (2017) also computed fracture source dimensions of 0.08 m to 0.56 m in Grimsel granodiorite using an analogue combination of sensors as used in Zang et al. (2017a).

The ratio of seismic energy to injection energy is referred to as the seismic injection efficiency (Maxwell et al. 2008). In Figure 11, we compare computed seismic injection efficiency for granite rocks tested at two different scales: Pocheon granite in the laboratory and Ävrö granodiorite tested in Åspö HRL at 410 m depth. For this, the hydraulic energy of the injection experiments is calculated following Goodfellow et al. (2015, their Eq. (3)) by multiplying the injection pressure and corresponding flow rate with integrating over the duration time of the injection interval. The seismic radiated energy is calculated following Goodfellow et al. (2015, their Eq. (5)). Laboratory acoustic emission magnitudes are computed from Khazaei et al. (2015, their Eq. (2)). The seismic moment magnitude of acoustic emissions registered in Åspö HRL are computed using data from hammer hit calibrations performed in the tunnel surrounding the stimulation site since these signals have been successfully recorded on accelerometers and AE sensors (Kwiatek et al. 2017b). At both scales, the seismic radiated energy is
computed as cumulative value of all events occurring in each test sequence including pre-FBP cyclic injection events and post-FBP events during refrac cycles.

In Figure 11, the seismic injection efficiency is plotted versus the cumulative hydraulic energy pumped into the system for three hydraulic fracturing test in Åsvo granodiorite (Fig. 11, diamonds, mine-scale, fracture extension 5 m to 12 m) and 20 unconfined hydraulic fracturing test on Pocheon granite core specimens (Fig. 11, circles, laboratory scale, crack extension 0.05 m to 0.1 m). In contrast to seismic efficiency data published previously (Maxwell 2013; Zang et al. 2013; Goodfellow et al. 2015), in Figure 11 the number of hydraulic fatigue cycles used is color-coded. Open symbols represent the conventional hydraulic fracturing test with continuous fluid injection. Colored symbols indicate CHF tests with increasing number of fatigue cycles (black color= 1 injection cycle, violet = 10 cycles, green = 100 cycles, and yellow = 1000 cycles).

Fig. 11 Seismic injection efficiency plotted against hydraulic energy from laboratory and mine-scale fluid injection experiments. Circles refer to laboratory core testing (injection borehole diameter 8 mm) and diamonds refer to Åsvo HRL underground testing at 410 m depth (injection borehole diameter 102 mm). The number of fatigue hydraulic fracturing cycles is indicated by colour, and ranges from 1 to 839 cycles. For reference, conventional tests with continuous fluid-injection are indicated by open symbols.

In line with the fluid volume pumped into the system and the size of hydraulic fractures generated, the hydraulic energy calculated for the conventional test is about 5 J for laboratory testing (Fig. 11, open circles), and on the order of 20 kJ for the underground field test (Fig. 11, open diamonds). The corresponding seismic injection efficiency values are $10^{-10}$ and $10^{-5}$ for laboratory and underground testing, respectively. Laboratory data with a broad range of injections cycles tested (Fig. 11, color circles), indicate that seismic efficiency decreases by five orders of magnitude (Fig. 11, from $10^{-10}$ to $10^{-15}$) when increasing the number of fatigue cycles by about three orders of magnitude (Fig. 11, from 1 to 839 injection cycles). Note that in confined tests, these numbers can change. The absolute values of laboratory seismic radiated energy range between $10^{-9}$ and $10^{-12}$ J while the hydraulic energy pumped into the cores is increasing monotonically from 10 J at one cycle to about 1 kJ at 839 cycles. On the other hand, the hydraulic energy in the underground test does not vary significantly because the total volume of fluid injected is limited to 30 liter and number of fatigue cycles is limited to five (Fig. 11, dark blue diamond). In tendency, however, the underground cyclic test shows the same tendency of lower seismic efficiency with increasing number of fatigue cycles as it is found from the laboratory data. The comparison between the cycled and monotonic experiments in the mine is difficult due to the order of magnitude difference in the permeability and in the extent of the fracture process zone. This implies a larger off-fracture volume of rock that is stressed. We admit that this is one of the vagaries of the underground experiment.

At laboratory scale, more work is needed to determine seismic radiated and hydraulic energy as a function of hydraulic fatigue cycles, also in triaxial or true-triaxial testing. Future underground injection experiments should include a test program with increasing number of fluid-injection cycles, e.g. from 10 to 100, and also to vary the frequency of the secondary pump to control the hydraulic fatigue process. The combined interpretation of laboratory and mine-scale tests in the same rock type is seen valuable to identify the mechanism operating in situ when hydraulic fracture faces are periodically pressurized to optimize the fracture growth and the permeability enhancement process.

A full-scale borehole field test requires a careful treatment design. Yoon et al. (2015c) discuss the following operational parameters relevant in FHF testing: Cyclic injection rate, interval injection rate, injection duration, interval duration, rate increment, number of cycles, and interval duration between stages. Recently, a soft stimulation concept is developed for well scale testing. It includes cyclic injection design at three different length scales (days, hours and minutes), avoiding shutting-in the well, limiting maximum pressures to values slightly above the fracture opening pressure, and slowly reducing pressures below the fracture opening pressure during the nights and after the treatment. The treatment design and the adapted traffic light system are presented in Hofmann et al. (2017).

The concept of fatigue hydraulic fracturing is still in the stage of development requiring more fundamental research at various scales and in-situ validation. Based on the abundance of experimental data investigating the effect of cyclic injection on breakdown pressure it can be considered as proven fact that cyclic injection lowers the breakdown pressure. This reduction is on the order of 10 to 20%. A reduction in breakdown pressure has the benefit to use smaller pumps which makes the treatment safer. On the other hand, the reduced pressures may also lower the seismic risk. The concept is currently focused on reducing the magnitude of induced seismicity in crystalline rock formation because of its critical importance for public acceptance especially for deep geothermal energy. Cyclic injection systematically seems to reduce the magnitude of the largest induced seismic event. This was observed at different scales and in experiments where a direct comparison between monotonic and cyclic injection was possible. However, there is optimization potential in finding injection parameters that minimize the maximum seismic magnitude. The total number of fluid-induced seismic events is not consistent, and certainly depends on rock type, stress heterogeneity, and injection scheme. In all experiments it has been demonstrated that cyclic injection consistently increases the hydraulic performance of the system. From underground testing a
cyclic progressive injection scheme in combination with pulse fracturing seems promising. On the other hand, the cyclic opening and closing of the stimulated fractures may have the potential to damage the fractures and reduce its permeability. This effect would likely be more pronounced for soft as compared for hard crystalline rock. Experiments presented by Vogler et al. (2016) on twelve granodiorite samples containing a single fracture from Grimsel Test Site, Switzerland need to be performed at mine scale to evaluate the permeability change and its mechanisms. Asperity breakage during loading cycles needs to be quantified with the observed hysteresis in joint closure curves (Bandis et al. 1983). Compared to continuous injection, cyclic injection tends to promote the development of more fractures in a broader zone. Cerfontaine and Collin (2017) state that during monotonic loading almost all grains along the macroscopic fracture are cracked while cyclic loading leads to failure along grain boundaries and most of the grains stay intact. This observation from mechanical cyclic test and preliminary results from triaxial cyclic tests on Pohang granite cores supports our hypothesis that also in fatigue hydraulic fracturing low energy grain boundary cracks can develop. The division of the injected hydraulic energy into smaller parts is expected to lead to a division of the seismic radiated energy. Another reason for smaller seismic events in hydraulic fatigue is that during the pressure reduction phase the rock mass can relax, which means that induced stresses are reduced and seismic energy is released. After the stress re-distribution, during the following injection cycle the fluid is given the chance to find the new path of least energy (grain boundary) forming a wider fracture network. If and how specific fracture pattern could be designed by special injection schemes remains an open question, but suggests further research on this topic. In terms of economic benefit, fatigue hydraulic fracturing may not be advantageous in the short term due to longer duration of stimulation campaign required. As a cyclic soft stimulation concept, the technique with more operational cost that can control and reduce the magnitude of seismic events (hazard aspect) has an advantage economically in the long term. This is simply because the life time of the project has been extended by applying the hydraulic fatigue treatment.

6 Conclusions

The cyclic progressive and/or pulse injection scheme presented in this study indicate that induced seismicity is manageable in terms of number of events, and distribution of magnitudes of events over injection time. This finding appears to have potentially significant implications for reducing the size of earthquakes in injection processes, which could potentially have a large implication for the reduction of risk (economic and physical) posed to the communities affected by human-induced earthquakes. Caution is necessary, certainly, to translate these implications to projects of different scales and/or in different environments. In this respect, we conclude that our cross-scale approach is beneficial over approaches focusing on laboratory, mine and field scale only.

The fatigue testing scheme with cyclic progressive increase in target pressure, oscillations in the pressurization phases, and frequent interruptions with depressurization phases applied to granitic rock allows for control of hydraulic fracture initiation and propagation. The seismic efficiency is lowered by increasing the number of fatigue cycles and the cumulative hydraulic energy pumped into the rock. In hydraulic fatigue, the permeability enhancement process benefits from a larger fracture process zone caused by arresting and branching fractures. The working hypothesis for this is that less fracture energy is required and less seismic energy is radiated, if the hydraulic fracture propagates through a rock volume which is previously fragmented in fatigue. We conclude:

(1) Cyclic injection lowers the fracture breakdown pressure (10% at laboratory scale, and 15% at mine scale). A reduction in breakdown pressure has the benefit of using smaller pumps which makes the treatment safer.
(2) Cyclic injection has the tendency to systematically reduce the magnitude of the largest induced seismic event. Future tests should aim at finding injection parameters that minimize the maximum seismic magnitude. We suggest investigating the effect of fracturing fluid in concert with number of cycles, crack resting pressure during depressurization phases, and duration time, delay and amplitude of pressurization intervals among others.
(3) Cyclic injection consistently increases the hydraulic performance of the system. The combination of cyclic progressive and pulse hydraulic fracturing provided the best performance of permeability in mine testing.
(4) Cyclic injection tends to promote the development of more fractures in a broader zone. However, more work is needed to support this conclusion by the analysis of magnitude frequency distribution of seismic events and fracture pattern analysis in-situ after joint conventional and fatigue hydraulic fracturing experiments.
(5) Cyclic injection decreases the seismic efficiency. Laboratory unconfined tests indicate a decrease of seismic injection efficiency by five orders of magnitude when increasing the number of fatigue cycles by three order of magnitude. These numbers will change when results from cyclic triaxial injection experiments become available.
More work is needed to build confidence on and to refine the concept of fatigue hydraulic fracturing presented in this study not only for granitic but also for other rock types (sandstones, shales), not only in well-known stress conditions but also in unknown stress states, not only for one but also other energy technologies. The cross-scale approach presented in this study is seen valuable to be applied also in subsequent studies.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Summary of relationship between maximum observed seismic magnitudes and fluid volume injected in different field experiments. Symbols indicate geothermal, shale gas, wastewater disposal and KTB deep fluid injection experiment. Colour indicates in situ stress regime at target depth (red = normal faulting, purple = strike slip, blue = thrust faulting regime). Upper bound is the linear relationship postulated by McGarr et al. (2014). Lower bound values come from the extended EGS data base published by Zang et al. (2014).

Fig. 2 Scheme of pumping used in the FHF treatment. (a) Pressure, flow chart of test with four cycles and increasing target pressure, and (b) detail of the progressive cycle 3 at breakdown. The dynamic pulsing (here 5 Hz) applied during the pressurization levels is to disintegrate the rock and remove weak material from fracture faces acting as natural proppants to change the stress field in subsequent cycles of pressurization and depressurization.

Fig. 3 Synoptic view of the fracture process zone resulting from (a) conventional hydraulic fracturing with monotonic increase of injection pressure, and (b) fatigue hydraulic fracturing with frequent phases of depressurization and oscillating pulses during pressurization phases. In (b) rock chips removed from fracture faces through high frequency vibrations (secondary pump) and washed out to the fracture tip allow a change in the local stress field in depressurization phases of the FHF treatment. A larger fracture process zone is created (b), compared to the case with continuous fluid injection in conventional hydraulic fracturing (a).

Fig. 4 Laboratory equipment for hydraulic fracturing at KICT: (a) Control unit, (b) hydraulic pump, (c) tri-axial cell, and (d) interior view of the working table of the industrial X-ray CT scanning used.

Fig. 5 Hydraulic fracture design and high-frequency sensor monitoring network at 410 m depth in Åspö HRL. (a) View of the horizontal hydraulic fracturing borehole F1 drilled in the orientation of Sh. Colour coded disks along F1 indicate locations of mid injection intervals. Monitoring boreholes left and right of the fracturing borehole F1 are equipped with AE sensors. Short boreholes in tunnel roofs are equipped with both, AE sensors and accelerometers. (b) Installing a chain of AE sensors in one of the inclined monitoring boreholes in tunnel TASN.

Fig. 6 Breakdown pressure and maximum event amplitude during five monotonic and twenty cyclic injection tests of Pocheon granite core samples. Dashed lines indicate average values of monotonic and cyclic tests, respectively.

Fig. 7 Visualized fracture pattern of granite cores after monotonic and cyclic injection. (a) X-ray CT images, and (b) fracture only images.

Fig. 8 Number of localized seismic events is shown per fracturing stage for six hydraulic tests in horizontal borehole F1 at 410 m depth in Åspö HRL. Seismicity associated with hydraulic fracture initiation and propagation is sensitive to rock type, fracturing stage and the fluid-injection scheme used. In each experiment, the fracture breakdown pressure, the fracture reopening pressure, the flow rate range, and total volume of water injected is listed right below the experiments identification number (HF1-HF6). The first test, HF1 starts in the deeper part of the 28 m long, horizontal borehole (25 m), and the last test HF6, is operated about 5 m from the onset of F1 at the tunnel wall.

Fig. 9 Locations of 197 AE hypocentres (colour spheres) from six hydraulic testing intervals (colour disks) viewed in the direction of maximum horizontal stress at 410 m depth in Åspö HRL (Kwiatek et al. 2017b, snapshot of movie). In the conventional tests with green (HF1), blue (HF2) and yellow injection intervals (HF6) the AE hypocentres form a planar structure (colour dots). In experiment HF3 with progressive CHF, a cloud of AE is observed. Length of horizontal testing borehole F1 with colour disks is 28 m. AE magnitude is indicated by the size of the coulor spheres.

Fig. 10 Permeability enhancement process (upper panel) and seismic activity according to injection style flow rate and pressure chart (lower panel). (a) Experiment HF2 with continuous water injection, and (b) experiment HF3 with cyclic, progressive water injection. Absolute permeability is indicated on left ordinate, and relative permeability is indicated on right ordinate of upper panel view graphs.

Fig. 11 Seismic injection efficiency plotted against hydraulic energy from laboratory and mine-scale fluid injection experiments. Circles refer to laboratory core testing (injection borehole diameter 8 mm) and diamonds refer to Åspö HRL underground testing at 410 m depth (injection borehole diameter 102 mm). The number of fatigue hydraulic fracturing cycles is indicated by colour, and ranges from 1 to 839 cycles. For reference, conventional tests with continuous fluid-injection are indicated by open symbols.
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